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Definition 

Douglas Kenrick is a president’s professor of social psychology at Arizona State University (ASU). He received 

a BA in psychology from Dowling College (1970) and a PhD (1976) in social psychology from Arizona State 

University under the tutelage of Robert Cialdini. Kenrick then served as an assistant professor of psychology 

at Montana State University before coming back to ASU. In 2018–2019, Kenrick served as president of the 

Human Behavior and Evolution Society. He has authored over 200 highly cited academic articles, 2 

textbooks, and 2 popular books – Sex, Murder, and the Meaning of Life (2011) and The Rational Animal 

(2013, with Vlad Griskevicius) – as well as numerous edited volumes and invited book chapters. He is well 

known among colleagues, students, collaborators, and anyone who has attended any of his talks, as being 

extremely insightful and funny. His wit and guts are undisputedly unmatched by any academic. In a now-

legendary 2000 Human Behavior and Evolution Society plenary presentation, Kenrick delivered the entire 45-

min talk in a deeply-southern Baptist preacher’s accent and left a standing-room-only audience rolling with 

laughter in their seats and in the auditorium aisles. 

 

Introduction 

A favorite Kenrick quote is from Oscar Wilde, “We are all in the gutter but some of us are looking at the 

stars.” A glimpse of his past indicates how a particular fondness for this quote may have come about. 

Douglas Kenrick was born in Queens, New York, into a family and environment hardly befitting to a future 

eminent scholar. As Kenrick openly recounts, his friends were switchblade-carrying greasers, and his father 

and brother both rightfully earned places in Sing Sing maximum security prison. Kenrick himself avoided life 

imprisonment by keeping in check his fantasies about killing his stepfather (but later used insights gained 

from this experience to investigate homicidal fantasies; Kenrick and Sheets 1993). He was, though, expelled 

from two high schools and put on academic probation at a community college. Somehow, in the midst of this 

unpromising life path, Kenrick developed a determination to break from family tradition and environmental 

influences and developed a keen interest in academics. 

In this entry, we cover some of the many areas in which Kenrick has contributed important insights. 

Personality  

In his earlier work, Kenrick published an influential paper addressing a major debate on personality and the 

situation and how personality traits do actually meaningfully predict behavior (Kenrick and Funder 1988). 

Another paper challenged the presumption that personality traits were weak predictors of behavior, by 



showing that traits which people rated high in self-rated observability and consistency yielded high 

agreement among self, parent, and peer ratings (Kenrick and Stringfield 1980). 

Age Preferences  

Together with former graduate school classmate Richard Keefe, Kenrick published several papers detailing 

people’s minimum and maximum age preferences as indicated in their personal advertisements (Kenrick and 

Keefe 1992). They found that while women of all ages tend to look for mates at their own age or up to a few 

years older, men tended to want mates who are increasingly younger compared to their own age. Marriage 

statistics, as Kenrick found, fit this pattern quite nicely. Of particular note, teenage boys found women older 

than them to be most attractive, despite that those women did not have any interest in them (Kenrick et al. 

1996). This finding countered the sociocultural notion that age preferences reflect men wanting to control 

women and younger women are simply easier to control. Instead, the entire pattern of findings on age 

preferences was consistent with an evolutionary psychological explanation that sex differences in age 

preferences reflect males having evolved to value female fertility and reproductive value, which peaks at age 

23, and females having evolved to value men’s social status and resources, of which older men have more. 

Mate Preferences  

Aside from age preferences, Kenrick has also investigated mate preferences for other traits, finding support 

for an important qualification on applying parental investment theory to humans. Using a minimum 

percentile preference paradigm, Kenrick investigated mate preferences across various types of relationship 

durations (Kenrick et al. 1990, 1993). Of particular note, he found that while men and women tend to have 

similarly high minimum requirements across various types of relationships for traits like intelligence, they 

differ sharply when the relationship is purely sexual. That is, while women retain their high standards, men 

relax their standards considerably. As Kenrick pointed out, this sex difference reflects minimum differences 

in obligatory parental investment (Trivers 1972), where women but not men bear potential costs of 

pregnancy so women have evolved to be more selective and cautious than men for casual sexual partners. 

However, when men and women have evolved to invest similarly high as in committed, long-term 

relationships, both sexes are equally selective about their partners. 

Another interesting and relevant line of work featured contrast effects. That is, when men view pictures of 

attractive, naked women – as in Playboy, Penthouse, or Hustler centerfolds – they subsequently find normal 

people and their own mates to be unattractive (Kenrick et al. 1989). Importantly, such effects are not limited 

to nude erotica, and the implications extend beyond high school boys giving lower ratings to their peers or 

wife. In a series of insightful follow-up studies, Kenrick and colleagues found that when exposed to facial 

photos of attractive women, women feel worse about their own mate value, and men feel less committed to 

their current partners. Similarly, when exposed to descriptions of socially dominant men, men feel worse 

about their own mate value, and women feel less committed to their current partners (Kenrick et al. 1994; 

Guttieres et al. 1999). 

Together, these findings support the idea that people’s view of themselves, their mating standards, and their 

relationship commitment, are indexed on – and can be sabotaged by – the perceived value of people in their 

environment. Furthermore, what constitutes value is sex-differentiated according to what traits are most 

adaptively beneficial to have in oneself as well as in one’s partner. While this process would have been 

adaptive in the ancestral environment where anyone that one encountered was an actual potential mate or 

competitor, in the modern world, it leads to problems. Specifically, we now encounter thousands of still or 

moving images of beautiful models and individuals. As if that’s not enough to make us feel really bad about 

ourselves and our mates, technology now allows photos to be instantly beautified, thereby intensifying the 

effects of our automatic social comparison mechanisms (Yong et al. 2017). 



In yet another line of work on mate preferences, Kenrick and Li solved a paradox in the literature. 

Evolutionary theorists have argued that physical attractiveness is a cue to female fertility and that a man’s 

social status is a cue to his ability to provide resources critical for offspring survival (e.g., Buss 1989; Symons 

1979). Without these traits, reproduction and offspring survival in an ancestral environment are not 

possible, respectively. Yet, although empirical work shows sex differences in the predicted directions for 

mate preferences regarding physical attractiveness and social status, numerous mate preference surveys 

indicate that these traits are not considered to be particularly important. To resolve this paradox, Kenrick 

and Li introduced a budget allocation methodology to constrain people’s selection of traits (Li et al. 2002; Li 

and Kenrick 2006). When budgets are low and choices are highly constrained, men prioritized physical 

attractiveness above other traits, and women prioritized social status above other traits for long-term mates. 

However, when budgets were higher and choices were less constrained, men and women favored other 

traits. Thus, for long-term mates, men regard physical attractiveness as a necessity, and women regard social 

status as a necessity. Other traits are considered luxuries – they are important only after necessities can be 

obtained in sufficient quality.  

Dynamical, Complex Systems  

Kenrick’s foray into dynamical systems reflects his unique ability to see connections at the big-picture level 

and the courage to go forward with one’s convictions. Kenrick uniquely saw how evolutionary psychology, 

social psychology, and dynamical systems (complexity theory) could be meaningfully combined. At the time, 

many individuals doubted these ideas. But Kenrick persisted, and these ideas were endorsed by founders of 

evolutionary psychology at the 1999 HBES conference and made for a highly cited Psychological Review 

paper (Kenrick’s second at this very top journal; Kenrick et al. 2003). The article theorized and demonstrated 

through simulations that many of the social patterns found at the group level stem from individuals 

following simple decision rules but interacting with other individuals using the same decision rules. The 

decision rules are subject to laws of natural selection and process as input the social environment. In turn, 

the evolved decision rules and how they play out in this space influences the group-level patterns that 

emerge in the social environment. 

Fundamental Motives  

In that Psychological Review paper (Kenrick et al. 2003), Kenrick identified six major social domains that 

characterize human life and broadly represent what humans evolved to do: coalition formation, social 

status, self-protection, mate choice, relationship maintenance, and parental care. Across several papers 

published with various former students including Joshua Ackerman, Vaughn Becker, Jessica Li, Jon Maner, Jill 

Sundie, and Vladas Griskevicius, Kenrick examined how activating fundamental motives like mating can 

influence a host of decisions in seemingly unrelated areas such as conspicuous consumption (Griskevicius et 

al. 2007; Sundie et al. 2011), conformity (Griskevicius et al. 2006b), creativity (Griskevicius et al. 2006a), 

economic decisions (Li et al. 2012), facial recognition (Ackerman et al. 2006), interpersonal perception 

(Maner et al. 2005), and threat perception (Becker et al. 2010). Much of this work is summarized in one of 

Kenrick’s popular books, The Rational Animal: How Evolution Made Us Smarter Than We Think (Kenrick and 

Griskevicius 2013). 

More recently, Kenrick took on the ambitious task of rewriting Maslow’s hierarchy of needs from an 

evolutionary perspective (Kenrick et al. 2010). In this highly cited and controversial work, Kenrick replaced 

the original need levels with fundamental motives, arguing that parenting, not self-actualization, occupies 

the very top level. 

Conclusion 



Douglas Kenrick started out on a path leading nowhere at best and death row at worst. Yet, he went on to 

become a one of the most influential social psychologists and evolutionary psychologists. On this journey 

from the gutter to academic stardom, Kenrick has published many important works, leading the world in 

providing interesting and important big ideas and insights into human behavior and human nature. This 

entry has covered some of the major areas that Kenrick has examined, but there are many other important 

papers and topics not mentioned here. Much of Kenrick’s work and the surrounding background and 

inspiration for the work can be found in Kenrick’s book Sex, Murder, and the Meaning of Life (Kenrick 2011). 

Just as importantly, Kenrick has induced countless individuals to laugh out loud along the way, whether in 

papers (e.g., Kenrick 1995), academic talks (e.g., Kenrick 2000) and speaker introductions (Kenrick 1994), or 

office meetings. At this point, the learned world awaits Kenrick’s next big idea as well as his next stand-up 

routine. In the meantime, readers can tune into Kenrick’s insightfully entertaining blog at Psychology Today. 

Here is one to check out: www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/sex-murder-and-the-meaning-

life/200912/how-the-dawkins-stole-christmas.  
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